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1. Introduction 

Tha problem of nautron-proton distribution dlffarencea haa 
two particular aspects, namely the nautron-proton ground atata 
density distribution differencee and tha nuclear axcitad stats 
nautron-proton component strength differences. 

The connection between these two particular problems can be 
shown In ths following way. The neutron and proton atrangths ara 
characterized through the multipole matrix elements or multipole 
moments of a given excited stats by the relation 

Mx(l) - J dr r 1 * 2 pj(r) , (1) 

where p?(r) ara tha transition densities and where x stands for 
n(nautron) or p (proton). The commonly ussd collactive model 
prescription for the excited state transition density analytically 
relates p*(r) the ground stats density distribution^* (r) as 

p* ( r ) . в . (2) 
1 £ d r 

As follows from these equations tha transition matrix 
alementa И and К ara dependent on the ground state density 
distributions which can in turn be determined from elastio 
scattering data. Electrons are ussd for determining the 
charge/proton distribution, and protons interacting with both tha 
neutron and proton nuclear componenta can ba used to determine the 
matter distributions. Tha neutron ground-atata density 
distribution is thus obtained by tha difference between the matter 
and proton density distributions. The situation is analogous to 
tha determination of the neutron components of the nuclear excited 
states. 

In tha theoretical interpretation of the collective axcitad 
states within the shell model quaaipartiole random-phase 
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approximation (QBPA) approaoh [1,2] one atarta from • ttoode-Saxon 
potential fro* which independently the neutron and proton 
«ingle-particle energiea and the corresponding wave function» are 
obtained. Time, in the reallatio altuatlon, when significant 
uncertalntlea In the radial nautron ground-atata exteneiona nay 
take plaoe, the reault nay be the dletorted predlctione. 

The purpoae of thla paper la to atudy the dependenoe of the 
M /H ratios on the radial ground-state neutron-proton 
distribution differences for 2* states of 5 8 » 6 0 . 6 2 N l a n a 6 < N l 

isotopee. A full account of thia work will be published 
elsewhere. 

Earlier atudiea of the И /M ratloa nay be found in papers 
[3-6]. 

2. Quaaipartlcle random-phase approximation 
Calculation» in thia work are done in the framework of the 

quaeiparticle random-phase approximation [7,8).The Hamlltonian 
containa the «ingle-particle, pairing and multlpola 
two-quaaiparticle parts. 

The excited states are in this frame generated by applying 
the phonon creation operator 

0j t f i - I [ $h\, rf+(Jl'Xu) - (-1)*"" & , Л(Ц'Х-ц) 1, (3) 
2 Jj' 

where ijii, and f)i, are the forward- and backward-going 
aaplitudes, raapactively, and <*+(jj'*n) le the two-quasiparticla 
creation operator. 

The reduced matrix element of the neutron component of the 
one-phonon state ie 

Hn " V * 1 " •* 0 + 1 °<н*>1 ° * 
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where the reduced matrix element M\Vi is 

*<*> . < j' | r A V A ( ( | j > (5) 

and 
u... - b.vr + v.,v. (6, 

are the coefficients constructed from the BCS occupation 
coefficients U. and v.. 

To compare the neutron and proton strength, it is more useful 
not to compare the M_/M_ ratio but the neutron-proton ratio 
reduced to one nucleon 

n p 
T| = / . (7) 

N Z 
The usefullness of this quantity comes from the fact that in the 
collective model i) equals unity. Deviations of ч from 1 then 
measure the degree of correlation effects on a given excited 
state. 

3. Model calculations 

Input data for this framework are the single-particle basis, 
the BCS pairing parameters, and the parameters of separable 
forces. The standard adjustation method is described in [7]. In 
order to study the dependence of т) on the radial neutron-proton 
ground-state density distribution differences, we have to modify 
that procedure taking into account radial variations of the 
neutron single-particle basis. 

The empirical proton ground-state density distributions [9] 
for all studied isotopes were fitted by the Hoods-Saxon 
single-particle density. Then, the Hoods-Saxon parameters of the 
neutron density distributions were chosen to give the optimal 
description of the density diffuseness t 1 03 a n d calculations of 
neutron single-particle bases with several various radii and for 
all isotopes were done. In these calculations, the «ingle-particle 
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levels around the Fermi energy were kept at approximately similar 
energies. We have taken the BCS energy gap, in agreement with 
[11], to be approximately 1.1 KeV. We point out here also the fact 
that without isovector forces one cannot obtain reasonable 
agreement with experimental B(E2) values. 

Applying this adjustation procedure, we have obtained one set 
of i) ratios for all isotopes, where any of the i) values 
corresponds to one actual difference between the paired neutron 
ground-state density distributions and the unpaired proton 
single-particle one. These sets determine functional dependences 
of the Ti ratios on the Д п р = R" - R p „ differences which can be 

rms rms 
represented as 

A"P (8) •i - ч 0 -г- .,1 

where i)Q and i). are the resulting QRPA constants. 
To determine the absolute value of the theoretical n ratios 

from eq. (8), we need also information on Д п р differences. To 
determine these quantities, we used the self-consistent 
Hartree-Fock approximation with the effective sill Skyrme forces 
and with approximate pairing correlation treatment within the BCS 
method [12] (SkHFBCS). One should bear in mind, however, that 
using a different parameterization of effective forces the 
different resulting Л п р differences are obtained. 
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Present SkHFBCS ground-state neutron-proton rms differences 
are shown together with other Д п р differences in fig. l. In fig. 1 
there are also shown results obtained with another sophisticated 
theoretical method, namely using density matrix expansion method 
with the Skyrme effective forces (DME) [14]. Further, in fig. 1, 
there are shown the empirical results denoted as AMI and MI. The 
approximate model independent set (AMI) has been obtained [15] in 
analyzing 0.8 GeV proton elastic scattering cross-section data. 
The model independent data set (Ml) has been obtained from 
analyses of the 1 GeV proton elastic scattering cross-section data 
[16]. Analyzing the same cross-section data in the model dependent 
way, the author of paper [17] has obtained the result denoted as 
MD. 

As is seen from fig. 1, there is a rather good agreement for 
u n p differences, except the MD data set for 6 0 N i and 6*Hi 
isotopes. 

4. Dependence of v ratios on neutron-proton Д п р difference 

Comparing our present theoretical QRPA ц ratio predictions 
with empirical ч ratio results, we will rely on the very recent 
analysis of the 1 GeV proton elastic and inelastic scattering data 
[17]. In that, work the reduced isoscalar transition probabilities 
B(IS2) were obtained using the collective model transition 
densities. In evaluation of te__ ratios from that empirical 
probabilities B(IS), we will use the model independent B(P2) value 
for 5 8 ' 6 0 > 6 2 u i from paper [18] and for 6 4Ni the collective model 
B(P2) value from [19]. All the mentioned empirical data are shown 
in table I. 

As concerns the theoretical B(P2) results, we «ay obtain 
practically the same values in the QRPA method by slight 
«normalization (within uncertainties) of the BCS pairing 
constants. 
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TABLE I 
Proton and isoscalar reduced transition probabilities 

Rcf. 5 8 Ni 6 0 Ni 6 2 Ni 6 4 Ni 

B(P2) 
B(IS) 

17,19 
14 

696(12) 
3600 

915(12) 
4880 

857(16) 
5330 

674(21) 
3760 

'emp 1.19 1.15 1.23 1.06 

* All results in (fm ). The uncertainty of empirical 
B(IS) results is about 10%. 

The present QRPA resulting constants 7) эпа -ц. of eq. (8) are 
given in table IT. This table a)so shows the resulting thoorptical 

from the QRPA T)Q and T) constants is their evaluation for the 
empirical A„j difference (see fig.l). This set ot v ratios is 
denoted as т) . As is soon from table II, those last two sets of ц 

ТАВЬЕ II 

Ref. 5 8 Ni 6 0 Ni 6 2 Ni 6 4 Ni 

"о this 1.192 1.206 1.174 1.071 

^1 this 0.494 0.588 0.577 0.543 

4SkHFBCS this 1.19 1.23 1.23 1.14 

ЧИ1 this 1.21 1.22 1.21 1.14 

"G* 4 1.20(5) 

^B* 20 1.17 1.21 1.25 1.32 
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ratios differ maximally by the value of 0.02, which means that 
both the data sets are in very good agreement. 

Taking the advantage of the theoretically known Л п р dependent 
т) ratios, we can evaluate them for д!!р differences which had 
actually been used in obtaining B(IS) values in paper [17]. To see 
the expected correlation between both these 1 e (table I) and 
QRPA T) M ratios, we plotted them on fig. 2. One can see from this 
fig. that both the sets of results are in a rather good agreement. 
The greatest observed difference 0.04 for Ni should be, however, 
compared with the 10 * uncertainty stated in ref. [17]. 

-j 1.15 

' ° - ° * " И V-VD 
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58 00 62 64 
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Fig. 2 

Since the model dependent Л п р differences for Ni and Ni 
are significantly different from the model independent and SkHFBCS 
ones, we show in fig. 2 also the QRPA i) ratios which we evaluated 

^SkHFBCS' r e s P e c t i v e l y - It seens that these two data sets are the 
most probable estimations of the 2, state r> ratios. 

These our results can also be compared with other ч ratios 
which we have taken from two other studies aimed at obtaining the 
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neutron-proton matrix element ratios. The empirical т)_, ratio 
shown in table II for the Ni isotope has been obtained using the 
model dependent analysis of 0.8 GeV proton inelastic scattering 

[4]. The presumption of this analysis was that the neutron-proton 
Д " difference was zero. The second results ч are taken from the 
neutron-proton matrix element ratio systematics of paper [20]. The 
т)_г ratios have been obtained by analyzing the low energy proton Bet 
scattering data. As is seen from table II, there is, except for 

64 the Hi case, good agreement between the IJ ratxo results. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In this paper we have investigated neutron-proton matrix 
element ratios for 2* states of the 5 8 > 6 0 . 6 2

N i a n d 6 4
N i i s otopes. 

Motivated by radial neutron extension uncertainties we studied 
also the dependence of T) ratios on difference between neutron and 

proton ground-state fields. 
The theoretical predictions of D ratios were obtained within 

the microscopic QRPA framework. With this method the ч and i). 
constants determining the TI ratio Д ^ difference dependence were 
obtained. These 7f. constants, which measure the steep of A " 
difference dependence, show that to have т) ratio determined within 
0.01 value, it is necessary to have A n p difference within 0.02 fm 

58 which is presently assumed to be known in Ni only [4,13]. The 
knowledge of the ij ratio 4 n p difference dependence enables us to 
understand the empirical и ratios obtained in the model dependent 
way. 

It seems to us that the most probable i) ratios are 
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Анталик Р. Е4-89-719 
Отношения нейтронных и протонных матричных 
элементов 2 ̂ -состояний в 5 в » 6 0 ' в а » e < * \ ' i 

Отношения нейтронных и протонных матричных элементов 
(п) 21-состояний четных изотопов Ni исследованы в рамках 
оболочечного квазичастичного приближения случайных фаз. 
Особое внимание уделено зависимости отношений л от ради
альных нейтронных и протонных разностей плотностей основ
ных состояний (Д ПР). Эта зависимость оказалась около 
0,5 Д ПР. Теоретические отношения п на 14-23% больше гидро
динамического предела. Знание Д ПР зависимости отношений л 
позволяет понять эмпирические отношения п. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1989 

Antalik R. E4-89-719 
Neutron-Proton Matrix Element Ratios 
of 2* States in 58,6o,62,6«»Ni 

The neutron-proton matrix element ratios (л) for 2* 
states of even Ni isotopes are investigated within the 
framework of the shell model quasiparticle random-phase 
approximation. The special attention is devoted to the de
pendence of л ratios on the radial neutron and proton gro
und-state density-distribution differences (Д ПР). This de
pendence is found to be about 0.5 Д ПР. The theoretical л 
ratios are 14-23% greater than the hydrodynamical limit. 
The theoretical /PV dependence of л ratios enable us to 
understand the empirical л ratio results. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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